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SAFARI & WEB BROWSING
Dick Brown

Monthly Meeting
Tuesday July 8
Starts 4.00 PM
AT
St Peter’s Hall
Corner Draper &
Hodgson Streets

Ocean Grove
ALL WELCOME!

BMUG Newsletter Layout
& Masthead
Designed by Peter Baldwin

O

ur main Presenter at Tuesday’s meeting will be Dick Brown.

Dick will concentrate on the subject of Web Browsing mainly using Apple
Safari.
A web browser (commonly referred to as a browser) is a software application for
retrieving, presenting and traversing information resources on the World Wide
Web. An information resource is identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI/
URL) and may be a web page, image, video or other piece of content.
Are you certain your online activities are private? Think again.
Not only are your surfing sessions tracked by websites, search engines and social networks, but
often your Internet provider, Web browser, Government and potentially hundreds of online tracking
companies.
Whether it is to collect valuable marketing data or prevent criminal activity, everything you think
you're doing privately in the comfort of your home is anything but private.
Dick will cover, amongst other things, basic browser information such as ‘Know your Browser’, ‘Get
the latest version’, ‘Try a different Browser’ and ‘Read Browser Reviews’

BMUG News is published monthly ◆ Created in Apple Pages Layout ◆ Converted to PDF format for transmission to members.
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QuickTip: Surfing the Web
When surfing on the web, don’t use the mouse and scroll bar. Instead, use the space bar
to space down one page. To go back up, use the shift key + space bar to go back up one
page.
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Genealogy SIG

C

urrently we have eleven members in the ‘Genealogy email BMUG SIG’.The
SIG does not meet except when any of its members come to a General
BMUG meeting and perhaps an odd comment might be made.

Last year Carol Wilson wrote a very interesting article for the BMUG Newsletter.
Another member is currently organising a 100 person reunion of his relations, with display
boards etc. I am looking forward to an article from this member for a future BMUG Newsletter.
Whilst I am away, hopefully the existing members of the SIG will occasionally comment
amongst themselves as a result of the following email which I sent to them“Hello Everyone in the BMUG Genealogy SIG.
I have made everyones’ email address visible (in the cc area) so that you can send to each other any
information that you feel could be of interest to the whole Group.
I am away from June to November this year so I cannot forward any snippets of info. (from outback
WA)
Consequently, I would like to thank Lorraine McKenzie for starting off this self help thread for our
Genealogy SIG.
I have also copied this to Peter Baldwin Editor for BMUG Newsletter, so he can publish it in the BMUG
newsletter, for all our newer members.
Cheers
Peter O”
If any newer BMUG member would like to join this SIG please contact Peter Baldwin while I am
away.
Happy Computing
Peter Oakley
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T

his month you will notice some minor changes to the
design and layout of the Newsletter. Do you like the
new layout? Your comments would be appreciated.

This

issue contains a private ‘For Sale’
advertisement from a member advertising
his two iMacs for sale.
New members may not be aware that we
do offer a limited free ‘For Sale’ service.
The ability to utilise this service is entirely at the
discretion of the Editor and can only be provided when
sufficient space is available in the Newsletter.
Only items relating to Apple Mac Products are permitted to be
advertised.
If you have any questions on this matter please contact me by
email or speak to me at a meeting regarding your query.

M

embers please give some
thought to nominating for a
position on the Committee at
our forthcoming Annual Meeting in
September.

Three of our existing Committee members have indicated that
they will not be renominating.
If you would like to see how our Committee operates, then you
are most welcome to attend our next Monthly meetings. Vice
President Dick will again issue a cordial invitation at the
beginning of this meeting to members to attend the
forthcoming July Committee Meeting.

Disable Caps Lock on a Mac
I work with Pages every day and I find that the Caps Lock key is
something that I don’t really need to use. In
order to prevent myself from accidentally
turning on Caps Lock, I have disabled the
key in System Preferences>Keyboard.
To do this, go to the Keyboard Tab and then
look for the Modifier Keys button. From there you can set the
Caps Lock Key to "No Action."

Facebook
Last meeting member Allan
Collier introduced members to
the use of Facebook. Some
members expressed concerns
about privacy of information
as the reason why they had
not pursued an interest in getting involved in Facebook.
Here is a link from Bob Rankin’s Newsletter about taking
control of your Facebook privacy.

Peter Baldwin peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au
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iPad SIG Groups
We have 2 iPad SIG Groups, comprising about 8
members in each Group. At present, they meet
once per month in private homes, under the
leadership of Keerie Brown (Group One) and
Antoinette John (Group Two).
Your Committee is currently considering a proposal that the
two SIG Groups combine and that they meet at our Meeting
Venue two hours before the start of our normal meeting.
This matter will be discussed
membership at this meeting.

further

among

Social Meal After This Meeting
Our Bi-monthly social Get together and meal will be held
at the conclusion of this meeting from 6.30 pm onwards at
the Ocean Delight Chinese Restaurant, Shop 17, Shell Road
Complex- $20 per person for 1 entree & 1 main.
Vice President
Dick will take numbers at the
commencement of the meeting and telephone a
reservation through to the Restaurant.

the

Advance Notice of Future Meeting Programs
August:

All there is to know about iTunes.

September:

AGM & Buying & Selling on the Internet.

October:

Diane Trewenack’s Presentation - Top Tips.

November:

Garage Band.

December:

Christmas Party & Surprise Guest Speaker.
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Picture This ……
I’m sitting down to write a short article for the newsletter
putting foreword a suggestion for a Digital Photography SIG
concentrating on iPhoto and Pixelmator, with a possible
inclusion of Aperture, when I read that Apple is to stop using,
supplying and supporting iPhoto and Aperture! The upside is
that the new OSX Yosemite will have an all new Photos App to
step into the gap. We will have to wait and hope.
Apple does say that all the content of your carefully arranged
Libraries in iPhoto will be seamlessly integrated into the new
Photo App. Already I hear the groans and even shouts of ‘Oh no
they won’t!’ from those who thought the same would happen
when Pages was updated a few months ago. That outcry has
subsided since the initial protests on the web and while Pages
is not the same as before and one or two features are still
missing it really only effects you if you used those features. I
for one much prefer the new Pages and I’m happy with it’s
layout of features and the way it works and integrates with
other Apple Apps.
The new Photos App will be released for iOS8 for iPads, iPods
and iPhones in the autumn so we Mac users should get an idea
of what it will look like on screen then. The Mac version is
scheduled for a 2015 release. Along with the new photo

adjustment app Photos, there will be a photo storage facility,
iCloud Photo Library. So it would seem at this distance and
based on very few facts that Apple is perhaps separating the
manipulation and storage.
Those who’ve followed my rants over the years will know that
I’m a late starter in iPhoto, only really using it for the last three
years and mainly for the database facility. Before that I made
Folders in Pictures and imported using Image Capture and
Pixelmator as my preferred manipulator. I’ve used Mac’s since
the mid eighties and tried iPhoto when it first appeared. It was
terrible, hardly any adjustments and those that were there were
crude and often made the pictures look worse. When you
imported more than a few images the opening took for ever
and the whole process was a trial rather than a pleasure.
Having said that, over the years iPhoto has improved and now
I’m quite happy to use it. The ability to find pictures in the
library, i.e. the database facility is extremely useful and the
adjustments under Edit are all that most domestic
photographers would ever need. Also this Adjustments Pane in
iPhoto also appears in all the iWorks apps, Pages, Numbers and
Keynote and in Preview as well making moving from one to the
other an easy learning curve. We can only hope that this will
apply to the new app as well.
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Letters to the Editor..................Continued
Taking all this into consideration, I’m still going to
put forward the idea of running a Digital
Photography SIG.
I see it as concentrating on the computer based side,
importing, storing, finding, adjusting and manipulating.
Because I can’t stop myself, there will be along the way
deviations through the byways of camera use and settings as
these do have a great effect on the quality of the image that
eventually emerges from this tortuous path.
Despite the news from Apple we’ll still concentrate on iPhoto as
our main storage and adjustment package.
This should be, if we believe what we’re being told, a good lead
in to the new Photo App anyway. Get iPhoto sorted first then
the switch to the new should be smoother and less angst
ridden.

July 8 2014

This means you’ll probably be coming to Ocean Grove anyway
so it won’t disrupt two afternoons in your month.
I would appreciate an idea of possible numbers so if you’re
interested
could
you
please
email
me
at
dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au as soon as possible.
I will also talk more on my proposal at the next couple of BMUG
Meetings.

Contributed BY Dick Brown

Apple retires Aperture and iPhoto, to be replaced
with Photos for OS X - image from Apple

When will it start, providing there is enough
interest expressed from members?
I will be away for the October meeting, but we could start
perhaps August or September or leave it until November.
I also suggest that we hold the session the two hours before
the BMUG meetings as we did for the successful Pixelmator
sessions last year.
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Using a Flash Drive with an iPad
Did

you know that you cannot play movies on your iPad that are

stored on a flash drive? However, in a very limited way you may be
able to use other kinds of files on a flash drive with an iPad.
You can attach some flash drives to Apple’s iPad Camera Connection
Kit. (If you have an iPad with a Lightning connector you’ll additionally
need Apple’s Lightning to USB Camera Adapter.) Be warned, some
flash drives require more power than the iPad can provide and will
not work. For example, I have had luck with a low-capacity (32MB)
flash drive but a 4GB drive was deemed incompatible by the iPad.
The flash drive must
be formatted as a FAT
volume. These drives
are formatted this
way by default, but to
be sure, plug the
flash drive into your
Mac,
launch
Disk
Utility
(found
in
Applications/
Utilities), select the
drive, click the Erase
tab, choose MS-DOS
(FAT) from the Format
pop-up menu, and
click the Erase button. In the sheet that appears, confirm that you
want to erase the drive by clicking Erase.

Now that you have formatted the drive correctly, create a new folder
on it and name that folder DCIM. Copy into it any images and
compatible videos that you want to copy to the iPad.
Plug the flash drive into the Camera Connection Kit’s USB port. When
you do this, the iPad’s Photos app should launch and display an
Import button at the bottom of the screen. Tap on Import and a
thumbnail image of all importable items within the DCIM folder will
appear. Choose those files that you want to copy to the iPad and tap
Import.
Because you cannot import some kinds of files to an iPad via a flash
drive, you are probably better off syncing files via a Cloud service or
directly from your Mac via iTunes.

Great News: A new Flash Drive to be Launched in
August will overcome the problems described above.
Hyper recently announced the first MadeFor-iPhone/iPad/iPod touch (MFi) flash drive
that includes a built-in Lightning connector.
The iStick USB flash drive includes a standard
USB connector along with the Lightning
connector, will come in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB,
and 64GB variants, and also a companion app that will let users
transfer content from one device to another. The company notes that
the iStick allows users the ability to “stream movies (even non-iOS
native video formats), music and open files directly from the iStick
without first copying to the iOS device.”
Find out more about the product here.
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What is an ellipsis (…) ?

Option-clicking on the disclosure triangle

An ellipsis in a menu command always means that before

Option-clicking provides added functionality when viewing

the command can execute, OS X or the app requires
additional input from you. The request is presented in the
form of a dialog box.
The File menu in Pages
contains several instances

files in the Finder’s List View.

where ellipses appear after
certain commands. See what
happens when you select, for
example, Page Setup from the
File menu.
In another example, if you
open the Apple menu, you
will notice that the Restart,
Shutdown and Log Out commands all show an ellipsis at
the end of each line. This is because, in each of these
three cases, a confirmation screen will appear when you
select them. However, with the menu still open press the
Option key and you will notice that these ellipses
disappear. This leads to a handy shortcut; when you select
these commands while pressing the Option Key, the
confirmation dialogs will be bypassed, and the command
will be executed immediately.

Option Click on the
disclosure triangle of
a folder containing
nested folders to
quickly open and
close all the folders

Option Key Shortcuts in Menubar Apps
Option-click the Notification Center
icon in the
menubar to toggle Do Not Disturb.
Option-click the Volume icon in the menubar to reveal
selectable input and output devices. Why change settings in
Sound Preferences when you can do it quickly from the
menubar?
Option-click the Time Machine icon in the menubar to reveal
some additional options.
Option-click the Bluetooth icon
in the menubar to reveal
additional diagnostic details.
Option-click the third-party Dropbox app icon
in
the
menubar to reveal a more useful and compact list of
commands.
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http://shop.oreilly.com

iPhoto the missing manual
2014 release, covers iPhoto 9.5 for
Mac and 2.0 for iOS
By David Pogue & Lesa Snider
Publisher: O’Reilly Media
Released: May 2014
Pages: 464 RRP $59.99

Whether you are using a Mac or iOS device, iPhoto now makes
it easier than ever to organise, edit, publish, print, and share
your photos. However, neither version of the program offers a
manual to help you get going.
This book is another excellent Missing Manual product which
describes not just how you can use iPhoto, but how you ought
to use it and why. I found the advice provided to be
straightforward, comprehensive, authoritative and thoroughly
user-friendly.
It has allowed me to become much more productive in my use
of this software.
The only downside of the book is that it will be much less
useful in a year or two after Apple has updated their
product, but in the meantime use it, and enjoy it.

Both Books Highly Recommended.

Peter Baldwin

iMovie: The Missing Manual
2014 release, covers iMovie 10.0 for
Mac and 2.0 for iOS
By David Pogue, Aaron Miller
Publisher: O'Reilly Media
Released: May 2014
Pages: 432 RRP $59.99

iMovie's sophisticated tools make it easier than ever to turn raw
footage into sleek, entertaining movies, once you understand
how to harness its features.
Experts David Pogue and Aaron Miller supply hands-on advice
and step-by-step instructions for creating accomplished
movies on your Mac, iPhone, or iPad.
The book covers in detail: ‘Getting started’, ‘Including
stunning effects’, ‘Adding pro touches’, ‘Making movies on iOS
devices’, ‘Producing stunning trailers’, ‘Sharing your
masterpiece’ and ‘Watching iMovie Theater’.
The changes in this latest version of iMovie are subtle, but
problematic for anyone who has been used to using the
previous version. This book assists by giving clear explanations
on the updated enhancements to iMovie.
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Books from Wiley Publishers
iWork Portable Genius, 2nd
Edition

www.wiley.com

iPad Portable Genius, 2nd
Edition

By Guy Hart-Davis
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons Ltd

By Paul McFedries
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Released: 25 March 2014
Pages: 448

Released: November 2013
Pages: 352

RRP: $37.95

RRP: $31.95

The Portable Genius series gives forward-thinking Apple users
useful information in handy, compact books that are easy to
navigate and don’t skimp on the essentials.
This is a good book to have. It contains great advice and tips
for getting the most from the latest version of the iWork
applications.
It provides the basics on each application and how they work
together, intermediate information, and new ways to enhance
your presentations and documents and create reports that
analyse and interpret your data.
It does however Jump back and forth between iOS and OSX,
which can be a little confusing, but generally it is a good book
which explains and illustrates the features of the applications
well.
Reviews by Peter Baldwin

This book is very well written.
It includes excellent illustrations and descriptions that are
easily understood by newbies who may not be highly
experienced computer users.
There are just enough illustrations along with text to make the
subject easily understood.
I like the physical size of the book. It is easy to work with the
book beside the iPad on your lap.
This guide covers everything you want to know to take full
advantage of all your iPad has to offer. Along with necessary
basics about the newest iPad; iPad Air, iPad mini; and iOS; it
gives you smart; innovative ways to accomplish a variety of
tasks and tips to help you maximise the convenience of your
Apple digital lifestyle.
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iPhoto Library Manager By
Are

Fatcat Software

you looking for a powerful little Mac app that will allow you to easily create and manage

multiple iPhoto libraries, browse the images within multiple libraries, copy images between libraries,
locate duplicate images within and across libraries, merge libraries, and rebuild corrupt libraries?

What I like about this App:

Key Features:
* Create and manage multiple Libraries.
*
*
*
*
*

Browse and Search.
Copy photos and their metadata.
Find duplicate photos.
merge iPhoto libraries.
Rebuild corrupted libraries.

It has a simple user-friendly interface and in my opinion is
number one when it comes to features and capabilities. It lets
you create multiple libraries with ease, deletes photo duplicates,
gives you options to search for photos across multiple libraries,
and even merges libraries or splits libraries into new libraries.
Photos and metadata are easily copied or moved from one library
to another without opening the second library. iPhoto Library
Manager also has an option to rebuild corrupt iPhoto libraries
(and from my experience, it does happen)!.
Highly Recommended.
Peter Baldwin

Price: $29.99 from Fatcat Software Web site,
where you can also download a Free Trial.
To see more about this App, click on the following YouTube Video
Tutorial: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DJodagVP5I
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Picture Collage Maker 3 By
Picture Collage Maker 3 is a powerful and easy-to-use photo collage
creator to create photo collages, scrapbooks, greeting cards, photo
calendars, photo albums and posters quickly. You are able to
immortalise your special moments by sharing these self-made
collages with your friends and families.
Various Professional
Templates and art

Key Features:
* 100+ various photo collage templates.
* 500+ collage resources such as frames, masks,
and clipart which may satisfy your any need.
* Templates enable you to create greeting cards,
scrapbook, photo album, posters, digital collages, etc,
which can activate your unlimited creativity.

Create Personalized
Collage with Your Photos

Decorate Photo Collage with
Various Embellishments

I highly recommend this app. It
comes with a simple user-friendly
interface
combined
with
numerous useful templates.
Peter Baldwin
Text

* Templates are designed for various occasions
like
Birthday,
Wedding,
Valentine’s
Day,
Christmas, Easter, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day,
Thanksgiving, etc.
See more at: http://tinyurl.com/a8bqnm9
Also watch this Video: http://tinyurl.com/odjkkoq

Available in Mac App Store $19.99
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The Cygnett 4400mAh ChargeUp Sport
By Peter Baldwin

My comments:

Auxiliary battery packs - powerbanks - for smartphones
and tablets are becoming increasingly popular. A relatively
short time ago they were quite scarce but now they seem
to be a requisite accessory to carry with you.

Keeping our mobile devices charged up on the go can be

Cygnett has recently released the ChargeUp Sport on to
the market.

Description:
The ChargeUp Sport has a 4400mAh capacity, can deliver
a respectable 1A charging current enough to charge a
mobile device two or three times.
Features include a full-size USB output connector, an LED

RRP $39.95
See Website
for purchase
details.

a challenge.
Have you ever been in the situation with the dreaded 1%
battery left? We have all been there, and more often than
not, as fate decides, it is a long distance from the nearest
power point.
This power bank is compact and lightweight. Keep it in
your bag, pocket or car so that you never run out of
power.
It is very reasonably priced at $39.95 and oﬀers good
value for money.

indicator to show how much charge is left, and a built-in
torch.
It is available in black and grey, or grey with blue, yellow
or red highlights.
The plastic body with a soft-touch finish is not unusual for
a battery pack, and neither is the 1A USB port.
It comes packed with a very short Micro-USB cable.
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Light Grey Paradox Sleek
Flexi-folding Folio Case for iPad Air
The Cygnett Paradox Sleek features a clever folding cover design, to reveal flexible
viewing positions for your iPad Air. Featuring a secure, snap on case, a soft-feel,
rubberised finish cover and microfiber inner to protect the screen from scratches.
Features & Benefits
• Converts to use as a flexi-view stand or folio style
• Snap-on design for easy application and removal
• Soft-feel rubberised finish cover is nice in the hand
• The Microfiber inner of the case protects the screen from scratches
• Sleek minimal design compliments the iPad Air's super slim size

RRP $49.95

ABOUT CYGNETT

See Website
for more
details.

Cygnett started operations in Australia in 2003 and now their products can be found at
selected lifestyle and consumer electronics retailers around the Globe. They are motivated on
function, delivered with a level of innovative & intuitive user-friendly design all wrapped up in
style so that their customers are constantly reminded they don't need to lose their identity.
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Deadline for Articles & Advertising in
the August Newsletter is July 31st.

2008 IMACS FOR SALE $350

*OTUBMMFE

*OTUBMMFE

Our Assistance Program is available to all members.
We will attempt to resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or
alternatively give you advice about where to seek further assistance.

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614

r/FX5#)BSE%SJWFr-BTUFTU049 .BWFSJDLT r*ODI(MPTTZ%JTQMBZ
r/FX"QQMF,FZCPBSE .PVTF3FNPUFrJ-JGFJ8PSLJOTUBMMFE

$BMM%BSZM

To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please
email your question and or question for the “Help Desk” direct to
dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

BOOKS ARE STILL AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS AT
HUGE DISCOUNTS
Enquiries for Discounted Book orders should be
directed to The Editor.

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
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